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HeatSaver Flue Kit
Installation Instructions
For Solid Fuel Appliances

The installation of any Woodsman solid fuel burner requires a
Building Consent prior to installation commencing. The installation of a Woodsman solid fuel burner or flue system MUST be
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NZHHA (NZ Home Heating Association Inc.). www.nzhha.co.nz
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS


This HeatSaver flue system is tested and certified to AS/NZS 2918:2001 Appendix F,
which means it is approved for use on all solid fuel appliances with a flue diameter of 150mm.



A copy of the Laboratory Test Certificate for this HeatSaver Flue System is included as part of
these Installation Instructions, (refer to paperwork with flue kit).



Installation of any solid fuel appliance should only be carried out by suitably trained and qualified personnel.



Position the stove to the desired position, always ensuring that the manufacturer’s minimum
clearances to combustibles are complied with.



Check that there are no roofline ridges or valleys in the way, or if they cannot be avoided, that
the installer knows how to weatherproof the penetration and reinstate the full strength of the
structure.



At the ceiling level, construct a square frame of 300mm x 300mm internal dimensions and cut
away the ceiling materials from the inside of this frame.



Lower the 300mm flue pipe casing into this frame and nail in place when the bottom edge is
25mm below the ceiling level and the 8 nail holes provided are touching the timber frame.



Check all 4 locating brackets are securely in place and drop 250mm diameter lower casing in
place. This will naturally settle so it protrudes 25mm below the ceiling.



Make roof penetration, assemble and fit required flue length and install with upper casing. Secure
all joins with at least 3 stainless steel rivets or self tapping screws.



Frame and brace upper installation as required and flash the roof to shield penetration.



Fit ceiling plate to ceiling.



When trimming the stainless steel flue length, remember to allow for expansion when flue is hot.



Fix the bottom section of the HeatSaver Columbia Cowl in place and then attached top section by
bending tab away from the shaft to allow the top section to slide down onto the washer. Bend
tab back in place once done. Do not over bend tab so that it touched the shaft. See page 6



Secure the flue to the fire, drill through flue neck on fire and secure with 2 to 3 s/s screws or rivets.



All flue joints should be sealed using a flue cement. (see page 4)
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IMPORTANT
All Flue Joints Are Required To Be Sealed Using Flue
Cement
It is extremely important that ALL flue joins are sealed at the time of installation using
flue cement or a suitable exhaust cement.
Woodsman fires are designed and tested with all flue joins sealed.
If flue joins are not sealed properly, it can lead to performance issues with the fire such
as;

Lower heat output of the fire, due to decreased performance

Blocked flue

Smoke coming out the door when open, due to decreased suction

Hard to light
The formation of soot and creosote will not seal the flues, especially on the lower
lengths, as the high temperatures inhibit its formation.

Any issues that arise as a result of the flues not being sealed, are not covered by the
warranty and are not the responsibility of the manufacturer.
It is the installer’s responsibility to ensure that this is done at the time of installation.
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Fitting Factory Flue Shields
Your HeatSaver Flue System comes standard with a factory flue shield of one of 2
types;



900mm high, contains 1 x painted metal strap. This is used for the Woodsman
ECR, Blaze, Boston, Manhattan, RMF and Milford.
1200mm high, This is suitable for the Woodsman Brunner, Tasman, Aspen, Tarras, Strongman and other branded fires which can use 1200mm high single heat
shields.

Fitting the 900mm High Flue Shield
1.
2.
3.

The heat shield has 2 ‘tabs’ at the bottom which corresponds to 2 slots on the fire
behind the flue neck. Insert the tabs.
Take the metal strap and fold the two ends around the flue until the meet at the
back of the flue at about the height of the top of the heat shield.
Hold both ends together and push the tabs through the single slot at the back of
the heat shield and fold out tabs to secure in place.

Fitting the 1200mm high heat shield
Your lower length of painted flue already has 2 location brackets attached.
1.
Ensure these brackets are facing towards the back wall and centralised.
2.
Secure the flue shield in place with screws

1200mm Flue Shield

900mm Flue Shield

*IMPORTANT - Flue shields should be no further than 10mm off the top of the fire box*
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Columbia Cowl
Your Columbia Cowl is fitted with a Teflon Sleeve to reduce noise and wear. The Teflon
Sleeve may need to be replaced over the life of the fire and should be checked during
an annual service or when the flue is cleaned. If the shaft is dry and dirty, it should be
cleaned back to a bare metal finish and a thin layer of graphite or high temperature
grease applied before replacing the Teflon Sleeve.
Older versions of the Columbia Cowl do not have a Teflon Sleeve and require regreasing one to two times a year
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